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Witness 
 An Ally chooses to see oppressive behaviors and attitudes.  The first 
indicator that something is wrong is almost always a feeling of discomfort – 
feeling sick to the stomach, increased heartbeat, etc. 

How to Witness: Slow things down.  Breathe and assess.  Commit to taking 
action now or later.  Make mental notes about what you saw and how you felt 
about it.  Do not ignore those gut feelings. 
 
Confirm 
 An Ally will try to understanding if and why someone is excluding others 
and/or expressing oppressive attitudes. 
 How to Confirm: Ask questions to gain understanding.  What do you mean?  
So what you’re saying is…  How do you feel about that? 
 
Contradict and Stand Firm 
 An Ally will express belief that will contract the belief of someone is 
expressing oppressive attitudes.  The ally maintains the position even if the person 
does not express agreement of change of behavior.  The ally feels reassured that 
there is now a potential for change because of the actions taken. 
 How to Contradict: Use simple, clear I statements that disagree with the 
person’s belief, not the person.  I would like you to know that I have a different 
point of view… I see it in a different way…  That has not been my experience… 
 
Stay Connected 
 An Ally is not interested in making someone feel bad or separating them 
with a label of somehow being bad.  An ally will work to validate that the person is 
OK, but that there is disagreement about the belief or action. 
 How to Stay Connected: Find an approach that strengthens the connection 
with the person.  It is natural to feel angry or scared when intervening as an ally, 
but approaching it as an act of connection raises the potential for being heard and 
continuing the discussion.  Think of your actions being a gift to be sharing with the 
person. 
 



Be a Good Receiver 
 An Ally is able to be open to approaches by other Allies.  An Ally knows 
how hard it is to be an Ally, so he/she is willing to set aside defensiveness and try 
to understand the feedback.  An Ally knows everyone (including him/herself) is 
inherently good, but society has trained us all some behaviors and beliefs that 
disconnect us from each other.  It is a gift to be able to hear others, even when 
what we hear may make us feel uncomfortable. 
 How to Be a Good Receiver: Take a deep breath, try to set aside 
defensiveness, and listen.  Try not to react or defend, absorb and think about it.  
Remember that it is not your fault you thought or acted this way, but it is your 
responsibility to understand where it came from and undo oppressive thoughts or 
actions. 
 


